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Summary

1. This paper discusses scientific, ethical and governance aspects of genome editing with engineered nucleases. First, the scientific state of the art for three major genome editing techniques and their current applications in humans, animals and plants are discussed. Ethical concepts and issues arising from these technologies are then identified. The next section raises considerations pertaining to governance of genome editing. Finally, questions for the Council to consider are raised.

Introduction

2. Genome sequencing and similar initiatives have increased our understanding of the structure of the genome in many organisms. However, an inability to precisely manipulate any chosen base pair in a genome (particularly in more complex cells and species) has meant that functional understandings of genes have lagged behind.¹

¹ Gersbach CA. (2014) “Genome engineering: the next genomic revolution.” Nature Methods, 11(10): 1009-1011; Gersbach CA, Gaj T, and Barbas CF. (2014) “Comparing Genome Editing Technologies.” Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News, 34(5): 1, 32-34. It may be noted that there have been other tools that could precisely modify a sequence, such as the “hit and run” method. Other tools such as ENU chemical mutagenesis were also capable of subtly altering the genome. However, these methods were slow and complex.
3. Developments in genome editing using engineered nucleases (endonucleases) are intended to facilitate researchers to precisely alter genes or genomes in many species. Genome editing has been said to be revolutionising biology.² If these techniques continue to show success, it will be possible to alter or replace virtually any component of any genome; from a single base pair of DNA to a whole gene or series of genes.

4. Two features of genome editing together set it apart from previous techniques: (i) it can make very specific and precise changes to the genome, with decreasing error rates; and (ii) it is often simpler and less expensive to establish in basic science laboratories, when compared with other techniques previously used to alter the genome. To this end, genome editing may be a disruptive technology, in that its implementation may have “the capability to overthrow the current dominant technology…”³

5. Genome editing will give rise to ethical considerations. Given both the improved precision of genome editing and its broad potential applications, issues that have already been considered surrounding genetic modification may need to be re-visited. It appears that genome editing does not raise any significant new ethical concerns arising from the application of the techniques themselves, but that their likely broad applicability as well as their precision give rise to concerns of scope that may change the ethical and governance landscape. This technology presents us with the possibility of a ‘tipping point’ in genetic modification that will require reassessment of the ethics, policy, governance and law surrounding its use.

6. Genome editing also offers opportunities to consider optimal strategies for governance in this emerging field. At present it appears that much genome editing will be subject to existing local and EU laws. However, these are imperfect and genome editing may provide further impetus for revisiting legal regulation more broadly. Genome editing also offers opportunity to consider and evaluate approaches to governance; to consider the value that explicit governance would have; and to deliberate what might contribute to an ideal governance approach.

**State of the Art: the Science of Genome Editing**

7. Editing a genome involves introducing a change to a chosen target site within a cell. The change can take numerous forms, from introducing a targeted small

³ Trisolino A. (2014) “Nanomedicine: Building a Bridge Between Science and Law,” Nanoethics, 8: 141-163. Note that this definition has been given in the context of nanotechnology; however it may be readily applicable to other emerging and emergent biotechnologies, including genome editing.
deletion to effecting a precise and targeted sequence change. Genome editing has resulted from combining knowledge about protein chemistry and DNA cleavage to develop new systems to create desired changes to a given gene(s) or genome. Applications of genome editing are diverse and potentially limitless.

**Techniques of genome editing with engineered nucleases**

8. Genome editing methods have two main steps: (i) an engineered nuclease (endonuclease) is either made in the laboratory or allowed to self-assemble inside a cell, to then cut a desired sequence in the genome; and (ii) a cell’s inherent DNA repair machinery will then repair the cut and introduce the desired change.

9. Endonucleases are proteins that fuse a customisable domain (which binds to a chosen DNA sequence) with a nuclease that can cut DNA. Endonucleases can introduce a variety of changes to a cell, including single base pair changes or insertion/deletion of whole genes.

10. All cells utilise two main DNA repair mechanisms. The first is nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ). Here, cleaved ends are joined back together via an efficient but error-prone process. The second is homology-directed repair (HDR), in which an external DNA fragment acts as a homologous template for the repair. This method is more accurate but less efficient than NHEJ. In genome editing, NHEJ effects a ‘knockout’ of gene function, while HDR can be used to edit single nucleotides or to introduce other precise changes.


11. Three main approaches to genome editing have emerged: zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR).11

12. **Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFNs)** were among the first genome editing technologies.12 Existing knowledge about how zinc finger proteins recognise and bind to DNA has now enabled synthetic proteins to be created that incorporate the DNA binding domain of zinc finger proteins. Each zinc ‘finger’ binds to a DNA sequence of 3 base pairs. Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFNs) were subsequently created by fusing several linked ‘fingers’ to a sub-part of an endonuclease called the Fok-1 endonuclease. ZFNs will recognise 18-36 base-pair DNA sequences.13

13. The method by which Fok-1 works means that ZFNs need to work in pairs (dimers), each binding to one strand of the target DNA sequence. Designing a ZFN therefore requires significant technical expertise. This, combined with other limitations such as a need to screen many potential ZFNs to find suitable matches and the (then) cost of DNA synthesis, meant that ZFN technology has not become widely used.

14. **Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALENs)** are derived from pathogenic bacteria found in plants.14 They are more accurate than ZFNs, as the binding DNA sequence is longer.15 Researchers have created synthetic TALEs and fused them to the same sub-part of the Fok-1 endonuclease as for ZFNs to create TALENs, which bind to a target sequence of around 13 base pairs.16

15. Some limitations remain with TALENs. Every site in DNA to be targeted for cleaving requires a specific TALEN to be created. This requires specific expertise in recombinant DNA methodology and takes time. Further, TALE proteins are large; which led to difficulties in ‘packaging’ them up in delivery vehicles (vectors) to insert them into some kinds of cells.

---

*Nature Medicine*, 20: 1101-1103. HDR requires the desired DNA template to be introduced to the target cell together with the endonuclease.

---


16. **Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9** genome editing comprises a Cas9 endonuclease guided to its target sequence by a specifically designed guide RNA (gRNA) of around 20 base pairs. It is a naturally occurring system in prokaryotic (simple) cells but works in both simple and more complex cells.  

17. The CRISPR-Cas9 approach involves introducing both a messenger RNA (mRNA) encoding the Cas9 protein and a gRNA into a cell. The mRNA is then translated inside the cell to produce the Cas9 endonuclease in vivo, which in turn forms a complex with the gRNA. This complex then seeks out the target site of interest. Once binding has taken place, the Cas9 protein creates either a single- or double-stranded break in the DNA helix, which triggers the cell’s inherent DNA repair processes.  

18. CRISPR-Cas9 offers advantages over ZFNs and TALENs in that the gRNA can be designed to match almost any sequence - which offers greater flexibility. No protein engineering is required. CRISPR-Cas9 also allows several gRNAs to be introduced to a cell at once, allowing multiple changes to be made simultaneously.  

19. No genome editing method is perfect. The Cas9 protein, for example, targets and binds to other places in the genome; a problem known as ‘off-target’ cleavage. Additionally, while genome editing methods can encourage one method of DNA repair over the other, concerns remain that unwanted DNA repair events will still occur, particularly because HDR remains less efficient (and thus less common) than NHEJ.  

---  

19 Single stranded ‘nicks’ have emerged later than initial double-stranded cuts; as one mechanism to improve the accuracy of this technique.  
Applications of genome editing

20. Genome editing has putative applications in gene or cellular therapies. ZFNs have been shown to be able to be used in complex, as opposed to simple, cells. TALENs has modified genes in human somatic and pluripotent stem cells. Zygotice use of germline gene therapy using CRISPR-Cas9 limits the effects of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy in mice. Other heritable conditions that may be amenable to therapies utilising genome editing include sickle cell anaemia and cystic fibrosis.

21. Genome editing may also have utility in treating HIV/AIDS. A ZFN that targets a gene involved in HIV infection is currently undergoing Phase 2 clinical trials.

22. Genome editing will also have applications in clinical medicine, such as in cancer diagnosis or treatment.

23. Genome editing may also have applications in basic science, including developmental and structural biology, such as investigations of gene structure, function and regulation. Targeted gene changes in cell lines could: help understand the role of specific mutations in tumorigenesis; introduce mutations to study drug resistance; or study cancer pathogenesis and treatment.


24. Genome editing is also being applied in non-human animals. CRISPR-Cas9 is being used in mice; a key ‘model’ organism. The birth of transgenic monkeys (albeit mosaic ones) engineered using this system has also recently been reported. Another study in pigs was able to create transgenic animals without them being mosaic; but only through combining genome editing with somatic cell nuclear transfer (cloning). TALENS has been used in frogs, rats, pigs and cows; among others.

25. Genome editing also has applications in plants, such as producing gene changes in crops more quickly than methods involving chemical mutagenesis. For example, ZFNs have been used to introduce herbicide resistance to crops such as tobacco and corn. These and other ZFN products are already being made available commercially. TALENs has been used to introduce infection resistance in rice.

Is genome editing a discontinuous/disruptive technology?

26. No consensus has yet emerged as to whether genome editing is discontinuous with traditional genetic modification. It could be viewed as either an incremental or a disruptive/discontinuous technology (defined in paragraph 4 above). Differences include: having greater control and precision over sequence changes; greater effectiveness of the technology and fewer problems with “off target” insertions (which may influence risk assessments). However there are also similarities with existing genetic modifications: some of the changes that genome editing could give rise to include restoring normal gene function, similar to current gene therapy techniques. Concerns about “off target” effects will still arise. A compromise view may therefore be that while the methods of genome

---


editing are continuous with previous tools, its applications or uptake may be disruptive.

27. An overarching consideration to the categorisation of genome editing as ‘discontinuous’ or ‘disruptive’ is what impact this should have on its ethical evaluation and governance.

Ethical issues in genome editing

28. As a form of genetic modification with broad application, genome editing automatically gives rise to a range of ethical considerations already explored in other contexts. Rather than reiterate these, the aim of this section is to identify how these considerations manifest in virtue of genome editing and what new concerns from its application have not arisen elsewhere.

29. Although some genome editing raises a specific instance of an established ethical concern, such as the possibility of unintended changes to the human genome, at this stage of development there appears to be little to support establishing a new ethical area of genome editing within the field of bioethics. However, this is not to say that genome editing does not give rise to any ethical issues.

30. The key ethical concerns raised by genome editing arise from the implications of the scope of the techniques. This is best captured by Gersbach: “[c]ollectively, these technologies have created a scientific paradigm that envisions the genome as an infinitely editable piece of software.” The development of genome editing could mean that we are able to quickly, efficiently, and cheaply alter the genome. This, in turn, allows the potential for changing many more aspects of the genome in humans, animals, plants and other organisms, and on a significantly greater scale than has previously been considered. Accordingly, we must ask whether and how significant increases in scope are ethically relevant.

31. One means of capturing the ethical relevance of scope is directly through consequentialist reasoning. If we increase the magnitude or scale of outcomes, this directly feeds into the analysis in terms of weighing up the positive and negative consequences of any activity. However, this approach is simply a means of accounting for ‘more of the same’ in terms of the already recognised ethical concerns surrounding genetic modification. There remains a question as to whether an increase in scope is ever able to create an additional ethical


concern that did not arise from activity carried out at a lower level previously.

32. Normative reasoning surrounding issues of scope can become relevant when the activity in question reaches a level where it can precipitate significant change. This is a so-called ‘tipping point’ issue. When applied to genome editing, this arises through it becoming widely available. As use increases, a tipping point is achieved where expectations are likely to rise to the point where genome editing would become a norm in many areas of life. This also makes its application potentially disruptive.

33. This potential increase in scope would have implications for our ethical evaluation and the need for policy, regulation and governance of genome editing. Current governance may no longer be sufficient to deal with the wider implications surrounding access, resources and social impact previously identified but only within the context of a much smaller scale. It is useful to consider analogous areas where this sort of phenomenon has manifested. One example, albeit on a smaller scale, is cosmetic surgery. This was initially developed in response to specific treatment demands for those with recognised significant debilitating conditions and was regulated as therapeutic surgery. As techniques improved and costs decreased, elective demand increased and a wider range of conditions were considered as suitable. With huge increase in availability and uptake, new regulation was required to manage the range of conditions, quality of procedure, resources, etc. that are considered as suitable for surgery.

**Overarching ethical issues relevant to all applications of genome editing**

34. There are some broad ethical issues that are relevant to all applications of genome editing. Safety will always be a concern with new techniques. Germ Line Modification (GLM) has well-recognised safety concerns and the ongoing instance of off-target mutations in genome editing means that safety should continue to be considered. With therapeutic uses in humans where there are already existing beneficial treatments, risks from off-target cleavage need to be well managed.

35. In other areas, most notably those involving genetic modification to plants and animals, there is often a desire to utilise a precautionary principle approach, whereby (i) the activity is prohibited to protect us from harm in advance of

---

37 The notion of a tipping point has been popularised recently by authors such as Gladwell M (2000) *The Tipping Point*, London: Abacus.

scientific certainty about its causes and (ii) the burden of proof is shifted to the proponent of an activity to show it is safe before use.\textsuperscript{39} Whether this risk-aversion is a reasonable or overly cautious approach to take in general is open to debate but it is clear that it should not necessarily be a default position for any new technological development.\textsuperscript{40} What evidentiary thresholds are required both in terms of potential benefits or harms by a newly developed technology is primarily a matter for regulators.

36. \textbf{Benefits}: The range and scope of genome editing mean that a large number of specific benefits might arise in terms of generating desirable genetic outcomes, including permanent solutions to problems of disease and the welfare of future generations, plus environmental and socio-economic benefits through, for example, improved agricultural properties in plants.

37. \textbf{Resources and Social Justice} concerns depend significantly upon how the development and commercialisation of genome editing advances. Genome editing can be an inexpensive and efficient means of altering genes. However, issues such as patenting and commercialisation might make the methods more expensive to utilise, particularly in developing countries. Access to desired patented applications, such as disease-resistant seed crops, may also mean that restrictions or higher costs are placed on using genome editing methods in a way that might limit uptake (or allow only certain privileged parties to make use of it to the detriment of those unable to afford the costs).

38. \textbf{Dual Use}: Limiting potential for misapplication of research to other fields (the ‘dual use’ problem) through creating a cheap, effective method of gene transfer.\textsuperscript{41} These might include the genetic manipulation of viruses, gene transfer as a weapon or ‘designer’ animal models, or commercial exploitation in crops and animals to produce specific traits.

\textsuperscript{39} Although there are numerous formulations and different strengths for the principle. See O’Riordan T, Cameron J (eds.). (1994) \textit{Interpreting the Precautionary Principle}, London: Earthscan.


39. Like synthetic biology, genome editing also raises ethical concerns about “directed evolution”. What should inform the scope of genome editing? Who should select what properties of a particular organism to edit? 


Ethical issues arising from the use of genome editing in humans

40. There is an established literature discussing the ethical concerns surrounding genetic modification in humans. Much emphasis is placed on germ-line modification (GLM), often focusing on irrevocable and unforeseen risks to future generations. These are already covered in other reports for the Nuffield Council on Bioethics.\(^4^4\) Here, the focus is on areas that are of particular relevance to genome editing. That being said, these established concerns surrounding GLM might be re-visited in light of scope considerations, whereby widespread changes to germ-lines might be considered problematic in a way that more restricted occurrences would not.

41. Genome editing also offers a means of overcoming or reducing some of the current problems within somatic gene therapy.\(^4^5\) Previous techniques have resulted in unregulated integration of genetic elements into the genome during clinical trials. The preciseness of genome editing ameliorates this problem. Although the possibility of off-target mutations is not eliminated, genome editing not only reduces the risks associated with gene therapy but also allows for greater nuances in genetic modification.\(^4^6\)

42. Although still some time away, genome editing techniques present the possibility of gene targeting without the need for in vitro selection, thereby mitigating concerns about the discarding of embryos.\(^4^7\) However, it will not be able to cease all embryo ‘waste’, as existing limitations inherent in all IVF will remain (such as assessment of embryo quality prior to implantation).

43. Although genome editing techniques present a relatively low cost means of achieving genetic modification, the wider issue of equity in distributing its benefits remain. The most prominent of these concerns are:


\(^4^5\) It is reasonable to classify some applications of genome editing in humans as therapy, rather than, for example, enhancement or reproductive choice, because (a) it seeks to correct or prevent diseases and disabilities through the addition and expression of genetic material or correct missing or aberrant genetic functions under the the HUGO definition of gene therapy, as presented in Chadwick R. (2009) “Gene Therapy.” in A Companion to Bioethics, 2nd edition (eds. H Kuhse and P Singer), Wiley-Blackwell, Oxford. (b) It is not subject to Non-Identity arguments and hence directly benefits existing individuals rather than possible future individuals (see Wrigley A, Wilkinson S, Appleby J. “The Ethics of Mitochondrial Replacement.” (under review in Bioethics).)


(a) **Social justice** in terms of equitable access to technology. This is a particular problem in terms of developing nations’ abilities to access the technology, both in terms of the focus of the research and accessing its benefits. Most genome editing research so far appears to be focussing on biomedical and biopharmaceutical applications linked to ‘Western’ medicine and disease. As Kuzhabekova and Kuzma point out, “lessons from previous genetic modification (GM) technologies and applications... suggest that such concentration of technology in the hands of a few, without cooperation to work together on applications for global problems... could backfire. Greater diversification of the field, beyond elite US universities and companies and beyond a focus on developed-country problems, may be warranted.”

(b) Depending upon whether or not genome editing is extended to germ-line modification, this may also give rise to additional **expressivist** concerns where the attempt to eradicate certain conditions permanently implies a lack of respect for people who have genetic diseases by viewing not only the conditions as ‘undesirable’ but also the existence of such people in society.

(c) **Commercialisation** of genome editing methods might increase its cost and availability (although this would be true of any new technique that required skill and resources to develop). However, if it also proves to be a disruptive technology then economic and resource control of genome editing would have an even greater impact as other gene-modification technologies are supplanted by it.

(d) **Detectability** of genetic changes: as genome editing techniques often use the cell’s natural repair mechanisms to introduce change, it might be undetectable once it is introduced. This might lead to social problems if used to achieve illicit enhancement of natural function. Similar concerns about detectability are likely to arise with other applications of genome editing, such as in animals and crops.

44. Concerns about social justice should also be filtered through a consideration of **needs**. It is not clear that there are large numbers of people who would currently benefit from genome editing, although this may change as the techniques become applicable to a wider number of conditions. Additionally, the economic advantages of genome editing could also be used to benefit those populations who live with rare diseases - groups who are often disadvantaged by the

---


45. When considering research and initial testing of genome editing techniques on human populations, the following kinds of questions would need to be considered:51

(a) When to begin human trials?

(b) Which patient population(s)?

(c) How do we assess risk in early stage human trials?

Ethical issues arising from the use of genome editing in non-human animals

46. Many ethical concerns associated with the potential risks and benefits from genome editing in humans are also applicable to non-human animals, such as the irrevocable harm to future generations of animals versus the potential to permanently eradicate certain diseases. There are also well-recognised ethical concerns surrounding the genetic modification of animals generally, such as threats to biodiversity and consumption of modified animals as part of the food-chain. These are often weighed against the perceived advantages, such as improved welfare of the animals or improved nutritional value of animal products. Genome editing is, in many regards, another means of achieving these genetic modifications, albeit on a potentially greater scope and scale. It remains likely that the most significant use of genome editing will be in its application to animals and plants. Additional considerations specific to the widespread development of genome editing are:

(a) Questions of social justice for the farming industry such as small-scale farmers being negatively impacted by the market dominance of those able to afford genetically modified animals, or the dominance of those companies able to utilise genetic modification technology and breed livestock from it. There is also the potential for the loss of traditional farming practices should farming using genetically modified animals and crops become the norm.

(b) Global economic impact - patent protection, etc. might prevent or hinder introduction of genetically modified livestock in developing nations. However,

there is the potential for vast gains in terms of quality, supply, etc. of livestock and associated produce for human use.

(c) **Public trust** over provenance of food supply and labelling. This may be particularly prominent given the concerns over detectability of the use of genome editing, as mentioned in 43(d).

(d) **Medical benefits** - Potential to use animals to develop pharmaceuticals and vaccines, thereby eliminating risks and maximising benefits to humans. Potential to have healthier animals, free from disease or better suited to certain environments.

(e) Genome editing leading to **greater production of transgenic animals**, efficiencies of such production notwithstanding.\(^{52}\)

**Ethical issues arising from the use of genome editing in plants**

47. General concerns also arise over the future impact of modification of the germline in plants, as well as concerns surrounding farming and consumption. Many issues concerning the use of genetically modified plants has been the subject of a Nuffield Council report.\(^{53}\) Of direct concern over genome editing in the case of plants are:

(a) **Biosafety** of species in the wild through cross-pollination, or via contact with modified plants, is already a concern with GM crops. Although use of genetically modified bacteria and other microorganisms is often used in industry for fermentation processes or research purposes, there is likewise potential for them to ‘escape’ into the environment. The ease and speed of colonisation of environment of microorganisms may pose problems for other organisms, including gene transfer and the multiplication of pathogenic organisms.\(^{54}\)

(b) **Biodiversity** at risk from the dominance of genetically modified crops through widespread use of genome editing.\(^{55}\) Fewer varieties might, ultimately, be unable to respond to new environmental problems without

---


\(^{55}\) However, it should also be noted that genome editing may also be used to increase biodiversity through expedited mutagenesis.
human intervention, creating the potential for widespread crop failure and famine.

(c) **Consumption** of modified plants by humans and animals, as part of food chain.

(d) **Socio-economic factors** for farming. Improved yield or pest and disease resistance vs. dominance of powerful companies with patented modified seed crop.

(f) **Health benefits**: increased nutritional value of plants; decrease of unhealthy elements in foods; longer shelf-life; or increased disease resistance might lead to reduced use of pesticides (with wider health and environmental benefits than those simply gained from consuming the plants)

(g) **Public trust**: over provenance of crops, whereby detectability of the use of genome editing is extremely difficult (as raised in 43(d)).

48. Although GMOs have met with strong public opposition, in order to meet growing demand for food production there is "a need to develop...plant genome modification techniques that are acceptable to consumers and government regulators."\(^{56}\) Precision genome editing is seen as the latest tool for the accelerated development of new crop varieties. As a tool for crop breeding, any general ethical concerns about genome editing will be applicable to this area, which has not previously come under the same scrutiny or regulation as those surrounding genetic engineering and GMO crop development.

**Governance, Regulation and Policy in Genome Editing**

49. There is currently little specific governance of genome editing technology in any jurisdiction. Some have raised concerns about this lack of specific regulatory oversight.\(^{57}\) Others suggest that determining governance approaches now may remain premature, although examining parallel and overlapping technologies to glean 'lessons' in this context may be appropriate.\(^{58}\) Scientists interviewed about governance of genome editing have similar concerns about governance that they do with existing methods of genome modification and have expressed a desire

---


for change. At a minimum, it does seem appropriate to query how genome editing will be governed and to use the opportunity it presents to query what ideal governance of emerging and emergent biotechnologies might comprise.

50. A broader consideration is to query what role governance could or should play in the development of any new technology. What aspects of genome editing should be regulated, and how? While it is perhaps too early to answer this question, considerations of the approach to governance and the need for regulation of genome editing should not be forgotten as the field continues to develop.

Legal permissibility of genome editing in the United Kingdom

51. Genome editing will need to be assessed to determine which laws and other regulatory instruments will apply and whether these will be satisfactory. At a brief glance, it would seem that at least the following laws and regulations will be relevant.

52. Applications of genome editing relating to somatic gene therapy in humans would need to adhere to the standard requirements for this research and therapy; namely adhering to the Medicines for Human Use (Clinical Trials) Regulations 2004 (as amended). All applications for approval of research would need to be assessed by a research ethics committee that meets EU clinical trials directive requirements.60

53. Changes to be introduced that would alter the human germ line would currently be prohibited under the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990 (as amended). The Act does not allow a licence that will authorise “altering the genetic structure of any cell while it forms part of an embryo.”61 Regulations currently being proposed to facilitate mitochondrial transfer would also not appear to allow genome editing to be used.62 Using genome editing in human embryonic cells may be possible under licence if the purpose of such use is for research only.63

---


54. Modifying **non-human animals** using genome editing will be subject to existing regulations that govern all such research, including transgenics.⁶⁴

55. Regulation of genome editing in **plants** will require consideration of existing European Union and UK legislation.⁶⁵ International instruments such as the *Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety* will also be relevant. Current regulatory regimes may be problematic for plant genome editing.⁶⁶ EU regulation, for example, depends on the methods used to introduce a genetic modification; but not all genome editing methods will be readily detectible in end products.⁶⁷ The UK Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) has highlighted this limitation and has suggested that a plant’s traits should be assessed for risk and impact rather than using a methods-based approach.⁶⁸ In this way, regulating novel plants will become more like regulating medicines.

56. The current definition of “genetic modification” in the *Environmental Protection Act 1990* defines “genetically modified” as pertaining to an organism’s genes or other genetic material that are “artificially modified.”⁶⁹ The Act further defines “artificially modified” to mean “altered otherwise than by a process which occurs naturally in mating or natural recombination.”⁷⁰ Genome editing uses introduced nuclease to alter DNA using a cell’s inherent repair machinery. It is not yet known whether introduced nuclease are transient or permanently held within cells.⁷¹ Whether and if so which forms of genome editing would be considered “artificial” under the EPA needs further investigation.⁷² The BBSRC

---

⁶⁴ Relevant instruments include the *Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986* and the requirement to notify the Scientific Advisory Committee on Genetic Modification (Contained Use).

⁶⁵ EU instruments include EU Directive 2001/18/EC, which regulates GMO release in both a research and a commercial context; Food and Feed Regulation 1829/2003, which governs authorising GM food and feed, including labelling; and the Traceability and labelling regulation 1830/2003. English instruments include the *Environmental Protection Act 1990* (which implements directive 2001/18/EC), the *Genetically Modified (Deliberate Release) Regulations 2002* as well as additional regulations that implement EC directives 1829 & 1830. There are similar regulations in the devolved administrations.


⁶⁹ s106(4)(a)

⁷⁰ s106(4A)


⁷² If it transpires that some forms of genome editing are not covered by the EPA but such regulation is deemed desirable, section 106(4B)(a) allows for techniques to be prescribed as creating artificial modifications.
acknowledges this concern, noting that: “The boundaries between established genetic modification (GM) and non-GM techniques will become increasingly blurred as techniques develop.”

It is of note that the US Department of Agriculture (among other jurisdictions) has already indicated that plants modified using at least some forms of ZFNs would not be considered as genetically modified organisms (GMOs).

Governance approaches to genome editing

57. If it transpires that more explicit oversight of genome editing is warranted, the question of how this technology should be governed will arise. A prevalent trend in governance of biotechnologies under uncertainty has been to utilise the precautionary principle. While this principle is varied in definition and application, in brief it prioritises risk-aversion, whereby a perceived risk of harm should be enough to justify regulatory intervention that will limit use of a technology until more is known as to its impact. This approach has already been briefly considered in genome editing, but as we discuss above, has been subject to criticism in other contexts, including by the Council in its report on Biofuels.

58. More recently, alternative approaches to governance have emerged. None of these have yet been discussed in depth for genome editing. Scope therefore exists to evaluate these approaches to determine whether and if so how each may be applicable to or desirable for governing this technology.

59. Recent scholarship in nanotechnology and synthetic biology has included evaluations of anticipatory governance. This “can act on a variety of inputs [throughout society] to manage emerging knowledge-based technologies while

---

Footnotes:


such management is still possible.”80 In other words, anticipatory governance aims to emerge with the science rather than react to it.81 It requires foresight, engagement and integration. Foresight involves reflexively anticipating potential applications and uses of the technology in advance. Engagement involves promoting a role for a variety of stakeholders to consider their role in the development of the relevant technology.82 Integration involves taking up foresight and engagement in “sociotechnical processes to shape their eventual outcomes.”83 The challenges in undertaking anticipatory governance in genome editing will be to anticipate relevant scenarios; to engage stakeholders such as various publics who may still be “latent” and to encourage researchers who may not have had to deal with governance to appreciate its relevance to their work.

60. A slightly different framing of governance is adaptive governance. Adaptive governance combines four properties: (i) recognising participants and publics truly collectively; (ii) managing relationships and research stewardship to promote trustworthiness; (iii) being adaptive to changes and developments in genome editing; and (iv) flexibility - avoiding a 'one size fits all' approach.84 An adaptive approach to governance therefore builds flexible regulation while making a commitment to incorporate new information as it becomes available. This may suit genome editing as a diverse field, although latent publics may still pose a problem.

61. Responsible research and innovation (RRI) has recently gained traction in the European Union85 and with UK Research Councils.86 While there is not yet a single definition or approach to RRI, Owen et al suggest three common features: (i) democratic governance over the appropriate rationale and end-points for

---

86 See, for example: http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/research/framework/area/ (Accessed 18 December 2014)
research and innovation (including determining both the targets and impact research should have); (ii) broadly framed responsiveness to current and future innovations and their impacts to both science and society; and (iii) framing ‘responsibility’ within a climate of all stakeholders working under uncertainty. RRI is also hallmarked by contemporaneous interaction between researchers and regulators. However Owen et al also point out that while in theory RRI is laudable, the practical scope for this approach to facilitate regulation in a complex and uncertain research environment may not be so straightforward.

62. A final approach to governance of genome editing might be self-regulation. This can be favoured where external oversight is perceived to be ineffective or intrusive. It will be interesting to observe whether central tenets currently being employed in synthetic biology, such as commitments to sharing resources and non-commercialisation, are also desirable or feasible in genome editing. Sharing resources suits the ‘component-building’ and standardisation goals of synthetic biology. Will there be equivalents in genome editing?

A need for specific policy? An ethical governance response to genome editing

63. The above discussion indicates that genome editing does fall within the scope of at least some current laws and regulations, although these are imperfect. There are also several Governance approaches that may work - all of which involve quality engagement, flexibility and foresight. However, what is not yet known is whether genome editing requires a specific governance response, or whether it should be divided up according to applications, such as broad governance of crop development using genome modification of whatever kind.

64. We do know that concern over current governance in genome editing has been expressed. Whatever form it takes, governance in genome editing may benefit from the following considerations:

- Taking a mid- to long-term view, rather than specifically regulating early iterations, thus avoiding ‘piecemeal’ regulation that may lead to inflexibility;

---

● Being adaptable to changing scientific advances;
● Undertaking transparent mapping of the scientific terrain, using methods such as “tech mining”, 91
● Ensuring quality evidence is used in assessing risk and potential applications of this technology, including considering open peer review;
● Engaging widely with stakeholders; while avoiding a purely ‘deficit model’ approach. 92
● Ensuring openness and accountability. The approach to regulating genome editing in the United States has already been subject to criticism. It took a Freedom of Information request to indicate whether a particular form or maize created using ZFNs would be subject to GMO regulations. 93

Questions the Council May Wish to Address

65. Should genome editing be considered as one entity for the purposes of ethical analysis? Or, should considerations of ethics and governance focus on something different, such as field of application or risks?

66. Should genome editing be seen as a potential ‘tipping point’ in genetics where the potentially huge scope of its application should itself be seen as shaping our approach to access, resources and social impact that have previously only been considered on a much smaller scale?

67. What might be the appropriate parameters and restrictions upon trials involving human subjects for the development of gene therapies using genome editing techniques, should their development prove promising?

68. Should ethical and governance considerations about germ-line modifications be re-visited in light of both the increased accuracy of genome editing and the potentially vastly increased scope of genetic modification that it might accomplish?

---

91 As an example of this approach, see: Kuzhabekova A, Kuzma J. (2014) “Mapping the emerging field of genome editing.” Technology Analysis & Strategic Management, 26(3): 321-352.


69. What sort of legal regulation would be best suited to genome editing and its applications? Is current UK and EU regulation suitable for genome editing?

70. What overarching governance approaches should be used with genome editing? Should governance be primarily informed by methods or their possible applications?

71. Is a commitment to resource-sharing feasible or desirable for genome editing? If so, which methods or applications should be considered?

72. Should the answer to whether genome editing is a disruptive technology influence how we think about the ethical or governance issues arising from its use and application?

Conclusion

73. This paper has considered the science, ethics and governance of genome editing. This field is exciting, with potentially disruptive applications across almost all living species. Ethical issues will inevitably arise, and these should be considered openly by a variety of stakeholders. Genome editing also offers new opportunities to assess how we regulate and govern emerging technologies; including limitations to current legal approaches and opportunities to assess emerging governance frameworks.

74. Many of the ethical issues in genome editing also arise elsewhere. It does, however, create something of a new context arising from the implications of the scope of the techniques. Potentially infinitely editable genome using an accurate and relatively inexpensive technique presents the potential for changing many more aspects of the genome in humans, animals, plants and other organisms, and on a significantly greater scale, than has previously been considered. This, in turn, brings with it the need to consider ethics and regulation in terms of magnitude and access, rather than discrete activities the technology may be used for.

75. In terms of topic selection for further consideration, genome editing may not be considered a particularly novel development in terms of opening up a new field in molecular biology. The breadth of genome editing and its status as a ‘technique’ (as opposed to a discrete field of research) also mean that it would be ill-advised to ring-fence an ‘ethics of genome editing.’ It might, however, warrant further consideration in terms of a timely intercession to develop governance and regulation on how we should approach the possibility of widespread genetic modification occurring across a range of areas.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DNA</strong></td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid; the chemical that carries a person’s genetic information. Most cells of a person’s body contain a complete copy of that information. A DNA molecule consists of a long chain of units called nucleotides or ‘bases’. There are four sorts of nucleotides: guanine, adenine, thymine, and cytosine.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Endonuclease</strong></td>
<td>An enzyme that breaks down a nucleotide chain into two or more shorter chains. It does this via cutting the internal bonds that link the nucleotides together. A similar enzyme that cuts at the end of a chain of nucleotides is called an Exonuclease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enzyme</strong></td>
<td>Protein that causes a specific biological reaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eukaryotic cell</strong></td>
<td>A cell, belonging to an organism that has more than one cell, that contains a nucleus and organelles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mosaic</strong></td>
<td>In the context of genome editing, this means that the introduced gene change was not present in every cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nuclease</strong></td>
<td>A biologically active chemical (enzyme) that can cut the bonds between nucleic acids; such as in DNA or RNA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pluripotent</strong></td>
<td>“Many potentials.” In a stem cell context, this means a cell that can differentiate into many different kinds of cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prokaryote</strong></td>
<td>A simple, single-celled organism. The cell does not contain a nucleus or any other ‘machinery’ found in more complex eukaryote cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RNA</strong></td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid, a molecule similar in structure to DNA. It is the main agent for transferring information from DNA to the protein-synthesizing machinery of cells, but can also hold genetic information (as it does in the case of viruses).*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messenger RNA (mRNA) is a type of RNA that is produced via the process of transcribing DNA. Messenger RNA serves as a template to carry the message contained in DNA for the formation of relevant proteins outside of a cell’s nucleus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nucleotide</strong></td>
<td>The basic structural unit of nucleic acids (DNA, RNA). Comprised of several parts, including a base, a sugar and a phosphate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zinc finger protein</strong></td>
<td>A particular structural motif for a small protein, which has its folds stabilised through zinc ions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please note: for the sake of consistency, those definitions marked with an asterisk (*) have been taken from the Nuffield Council on Bioethics 2012 report: “Emerging biotechnologies: technology, choice and the public good.”